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Kid Nigas With Attitude___Kna
 
Yo, this is the kid niga boss
yeah Niga I said the boss
I take ova ya posse
and make ya girl pop that pu$$y
I make it rain like Jamaica
, but I couldn't fake her
and then I take her
to the crib in the hood of whats his name ugh
like its California
she be all up on me
like when its 7: 30 in the mornin
she be still on me just posin
for all these nigas to get horny.
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Real Shh
 
when the cops come for me
im a run like a g
im a run like my nigga
and chase my homie
when i come up with a rime
when i come up with a dime
im a make it so sick so
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Stupid Shh
 
I said for allah
to yo momma
now get it right
or I'll pop my colla
to make yo mpmma holla
as I pay her a dolla.
Yeah this is for you ya folla.
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The Shhtatastic Rap
 
1 2 3 and to the 4
 
I'm getting ready to kick your mom out the door
 
I'm lyrically and spiritually gifted,
 
imma surprise yall like when my nigas got fitted.
 
when I battle people its just unfair
 
I put it down like Frazier Gang  and yall nigas are just unaware 
 
I put more damage on the MIC than Frazier Gang's meant to be
 
all my shh is the shh and thats no mystery.
 
I would keep going to make this worse,
 
but I don't feel like calling up a nurse.
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What The Umph?
 
stockton does it all
never ever dropp the ball
and i am back up in this
thang like some spurm and some ball
now i now thats kind of nasty but i mean
if you uphin ask me im the man
i make it rain
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